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BIODIVERSITY ENHANCEMENT – THE PLANTLIFE INITIATIVE
Plantlife has identified with Highways England an important opportunity to have the species diversity of the A35
verges enhanced over an extended area. This initiative would enhance wildlife corridors and provide improved
habitats for insects and invertebrates. It would also provide the benefit of a rich wild flower display each summer at
appropriate locations where the verge is wide enough. This is particularly appropriate and relevant in the immediate
landscape of the A35 as it passes through the AONBs of Dorset, and Devon because the enhanced habitats would
automatically link with a rich array of designated wildlife sites and an established network of deep hedges, woodlands
and pastures that are a distinctive characteristic of the landscape there.
The proposed works would be funded under the Highways England Designated Fund. In 2016, Plantlife had asked
the Dorset AONB, the East Devon AONB and the Blackdown Hills AONBs to each nominate candidate sites for the
necessary works, and this was completed early in 2017. Although this was well-received by Highways England, the
initiative faltered due to an absence of sufficient detail in the proposal. The purpose of this report is to address that
gap for Highways England by proposing very specific works interventions for each of 20 specific sites, across the two
counties. Proposed Works Schedules for each are appended to this report in Appendix 2.
These are, by necessity, works projects (and nothing else is covered by this funding source). However, all these works
interventions would be pointless unless the ongoing maintenance regime is re-aligned with the needs of the resulting
enhanced verges. Cutting the wild flowers too early would diminish the opportunity for the wild flowers to reseed in the
following seasons. Leaving grass cuttings on the ground would lead to sustained nutrient levels favouring aggressive
species and restricting the wild flowers. Effective control of ragwort (and other invasive or injurious weeds) would need
to occur with due regard to the enhanced species composition and with Natural England guidelines (already received).

RAGWORT CONTROL & WILDFLOWER MANAGEMENT / THE LETWIN INITIATIVE
Fortunately, a separate project had been instigated through the West Dorset MP, Sir Oliver Letwin, on the A35 at
Charmouth. Its aims and present status are explored more fully in Appendix 1. A highly favourable change in verge
maintenance procedures has been achieved in 2018 at Charmouth. It is expected that the same improved approach
can now be adopted throughout the A30/A35 from Exeter to Bere Regis – this being managed under a single contract
with Connect/Balfour Beatty.
Three of the key changes in the maintenance regime which arose within the Charmouth trial will be vital to the
success of the Plantlife initiative. They are as follows:
Ragwort control: This is now being achieved by repeatedly removing (and incinerating) just the flowering
heads prior to seeding. In the 2018 trial, it proved effective to make just two such hand-cropping passes
before the first full width cut occurs. A further pass, prior to a final seasonal full-width cut, may be needed.
Previously a combination of cutting and pulling had not proved to be satisfactory. The new method has an
added benefit of leaving the ragwort foliage which is the only food source for the cinnabar moth and this
therefore provides a biodiversity bonus which was missing from previous control methods.
Timing the cuts: The first seasonal full-width cut will now never be undertaken before the middle of July.
Previously, full width cuts as early as the end of May had become normal at Charmouth and elsewhere.
Highways England will now need to confirm that this new standard will apply to the entire contract area from
Exeter to Bere Regis. If, for whatever reason, it cannot apply throughout the absolute minimum expectation
would be that it applies to the A35 from Honiton to Bere Regis (which coincides with the AONBs in their
entirely plus some other known established biodiverse verges)..
Cut and Collect: In 2018, at the major orchid areas at Charmouth, the cut material was raked away by hand
for composting on site. The widespread evaluation of mechanical cut and collect processes had been left until

2019 and this now becomes an integral requirement of the biodiversity enhancement planned for the
prescribed sites. Where site conditions (steepness of banks, say) prevent this approach then planting yellow
rattle is the second-choice alternative approach to help to suppress the grasses.

A fourth change in the maintenance regime which arose within the Charmouth trial involves taking full notice of the
ragwort control advice received from Natural England in 2016, and the adoption of more severe control objectives in a
very small number of ragwort hot spot zones which are defined in Appendix 1.

THE BIODIVERSITY ENHANCEMENT WORKSITES & THE RAGWORT HOTSPOT ZONES
Four A3 master maps (available separately from this report) show the locations for twenty proposed Biodiversity
Enhancement Works Sites. Three Dorset maps show (through a coloured key) the recorded notable wildlife habitats
that are nearby. Enhanced biodiversity is a worthy aim for each site in its own right, but in all cases these sites will
provide - not just a new wildflower oasis, but also - a corridor linking with other established habitats. Some are defined
on these maps and some are otherwise provided through long-established hedgerows and pastures. For the Devon
sites which are shown on a separate map, a separate report was commissioned in 2017 (A35 Biodiversity Opportunity
Assessment) which explains how those sites were selected.
The locations of the known ragwort hotspot zones are also identified in these A3 master maps. Unlike the small
ragwort sites which arise through the annual ragwort risk assessments, these three ragwort hotspot zones are to be
seen as semi-permanent and require an exceptional ragwort control regime and some collaboration with neighbouring
land owners.

THE WORKS SCHEDULES
Appendix 2 provides the proposed work schedules for each work site in turn along the following lines.
Works

Timing

Contents

Jan-Mar 2019

scrub clearance + compost site prep + clear other debris + contractor’s

Stage
WS1

cut-and-collect assessment & report
WS2

Apr-Jun 2019

Soil sample tests + botanical surveys +
(some) wild flower plug planting & report

WS3

Jul-Sep 2019

First cut & collect trials & report

WS4

Autumn 2019

Wild flower mix seed sowing & report

(or, alternatively)
WS5

Spring 2020

Wild flower plug planting & report

June 2021 ???

Repeat soil tests & species surveys & report
(Research public response & report)?

For works stages WS1, and WS2 comprehensive prescriptions are proposed by reference with a satellite view map.
Highways England, or their contractor, must feel free to refine these prescriptions in the light of the circumstances
arising on site and simply report any departures deemed necessary. Works stage WS3 is the first cut and collect
activity ever within this contract area and could be introduced with support available from Dorset Wildlife Trust, or
Dorset County Council, if needed. Proposals for works stage WS4 will depend on the soil sample results and the
botanical survey results obtained in the Spring of 2019 and any feedback reported by the contractor beyond these
observations. Works stage WS5 is the first comprehensive reappraisal of overall progress – recording improvements
in biodiversity.

BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS BEYOND WORK STAGE WS3
We know the extent of re-seeding (or plug-planting) would not exceed five Hectares (50,000 sq m) across the entire
suite of 20 works sites. In fact, we expect some of these sites will be dropped at an early stage of the process.
Probably, it would be more like three Hectares of re-seeding (or plug-planting) that will be required.

A35 VERGE BIODIVERSITY IMPROVEMENT
potential planting areas
SQUARE
METERS
DVN/01
DVN/02
DVN/04
DVN/05
DVN/06

DST/07
DST/08
DST/09
DST/10
DST/11
DST/12
DST/13
DST/14
DST/15
DST/16
DST/17
DST/18
DST/19
DST/20
DST/21

Tower Cross
Recycling Plant junction
Wilmington E
Kilmington
Axe Bridge to Musbury Road

800
1,000
1,000
4,000
4,000

DEVON TOTAL

10,800

Greenway Head
Monkton Wyld - Penn Hill
Smiths Farm Cottages
Old Tunnel
Hogchester
Charmouth roundabout
Charmouth E
Charmouth G
Charmouth H
Askerswell (Chilcombe Lane)
Askerswell (Litton Lane)
Askerswell (old fuel stop)
Askerswell (Chalk Pit Lane)
Askerswell (Long Bredy Hut Lane)
Winterborne Abbas

2,000
3,000
1,500
2,000
2,000
2,300
1,200
3,000
2,400
2,000
2,500
2,400
5,000
9,000
2,000

DORSET TOTAL

42,300

IN CONCLUSION
While this scheme proposal has been prepared to clarify the aims and scope of the existing Plantlife bid for Highways
England Designated Funds, it is not intended to be taken as an inflexible prescription. We trust that Highways England
will ensure that practical and pragmatic options will be found to enable the initiative, as a whole, to be taken forward
and will communicate any adjustments that prove to be necessary in its implementation, as they arise.

Appendix 1: THE CHARMOUTH PILOT
BALANCING RAGWORT CONTROL WITH
WILDFLOWER MANAGEMENT

MAKING WAY FOR A NEW
VERGE MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUCTION
This appendix sets out how Highways England has been working with representatives of the local community
at Charmouth West Dorset, and with the Dorset Wildlife Trust, to improve the control of some problematic
ragwort growth while enhancing the other wildflowers that are already present in the verges at that locality.
As such, this provides a successful and appropriate pilot for addressing the maintenance issues all the way
between Exeter and Bere Regis which is under the one ongoing maintenance contract. A full deployment of
the improved process is expected for 2019.
THE SITUATION
Dorset Wildlife Trust have confirmed through a species survey in July 2018 that a strong species mix is
already present (with a dozen Dorset Notable species found) in the A35 verges at Charmouth. The local
community at Charmouth have expressed a strong desire to see these verges managed to enhance the
wild flower population. Community engagement is extensive in Chamouth and in the other local parishes.
Highways England is keen to manage road verges to benefit wild flowers and other nature. Highways
England also has responsibilities under the Weeds Act 1959 and DEFRA Code of Practice to control the
spread of ragwort and other injurious and noxious weeds. There is a high density of ragwort on the verges
near Charmouth and all parties were open to the thought that there must be a way to reduce the risk of
ragwort spreading to neighbouring agricultural land that does not restrict the development of the more
favourable wild flower species.
THE NEW APPROACH
The cutting regime has been upgraded to match that recommended by Plantlife. This requires that the first
full-width cut in the season should not be before the middle of July (which has now been adopted). It also
suggests removing cut material (which will now be fully evaluated). A variation in the prescription for
controlling ragwort has been explored and the results to date are very promising indeed.

MOVING TO THE TWO-TIER VERGE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM ELSEWHERE
A new standard verge management procedure is
now needed everywhere. The new practice will
continue to ensure road safety and operator safety are
prioritised, but some lessons will be learnt on other
matters. One example of this is to avoid extensive
cutting before the middle of July so that floral and
insect populations can flourish. Another example will
improve the ragwort risk assessments where hedges
will no longer be treated as if they provide an effective
barrier to seed spreading.
A number of sites will require ADDITIONAL sitespecific practices where steps above and beyond
the new standard procedure will be defined to achieve
site-specific verge management objectives. In some
cases this is to enhance the presence of favoured
species (as per the 20 sites identified in Appendix 2).
In other cases, it is to improve the control of
undesirable species (like ragwort for which three
examples have emerged so far from the ragwort
hotspot zones).

RAGWORT HOTSPOT ZONES
Highways England has agreed to appraise with the contractor, the advice received by Natural England,
following historical ragwort complaints, to consider how we need to improve the risk assessment phase of
their management of ragwort. So long as the hand-cropping approach to ragwort control proves effective it
will continue to be the control method of choice here. Both these changes can be deployed throughout the
Exeter to Bere Regis area with immediate effect.
However, three ragwort hotspot zones will require ragwort control to be
exercised yet more rigorously until such time as the ragwort population is
no longer excessive. In each case, neighbouring land-owners have
expressed a commitment to control their own ragwort so that through
such concerted efforts progress can be made by all.
One biodiversity enhancement site (DVN06) that has been proposed
falls within the Axminster Ragwort Hotpot Zone.

Five biodiversity enhancement sites (DST11, DST12, DST13, DST14 and DST15) that have been
proposed fall within the Charmouth Ragwort Hotpot Zone.

Two biodiversity enhancement sites (DST20, and DST21) arise in close proximity to the Kingston Russell
Ragwort Hotpot Zone.

Appendix 2:

WORKS SITES FOR
BIODIVERSITY ENHANCEMENT

FOR THE PRESENT
This appendix proposes how the first two stages of works interventions could proceed at twenty
sites selected by the AONBs.
By March 2019, we would like to know which of these sites are to progress in the scheme
and which of those sites will be managed under a cut-and-collect regime. We will then
communicate with and develop further the local interest groups based on that response.
By July 2019, we would like to have sight of the soil sample results, the botanical survey
results and any recommendations for planting schemes for Autumn 2019 (seeding) or Spring
2020 (plug-planting) which may lead to further discussion and refinements in the scheme.
FOR THE FUTURE
Some established herb rich verges do already occur elsewhere on the undesignated A35 and it is
important that these are allowed to flourish by the new standard maintenance regime. Some
undesignated areas of the A30 would also have the potential for enhancement in the future.
Given a successful outcome in the biodiversity enhancement sites that are selected to proceed,
further target sites for enhancement could easily be found at some future date.

WORKS SITE DST/12

CHARMOUTH ROUNDABOUT

SITE SPECIFIC STAKEHOLDERS

Adrian Mowbray, Wood Farm Caravan Park (neighbouring land)
John Calder, Lily Farm (neighbouring land)
The DWT species survey undertaken in July 2018 confirmed a rich
diversity in C3 including orchids and much more.
C1 & C2 were already cut – no data gathered, therefore.
S1-S6 Unmanaged hazel and other scrub - Some encroaching on
paths - Some encroaching on wildflower verges.
Could S2 (550 sq m in area) be completely cleared of scrub
scrape the topsoil and replant with wildflowers?
C1
600 sq m – previously managed as close cut verge
C2
500 sq m – previously managed as close cut verge
C3
1200 sq m – previously cut twice a year without removing cut
material
Assess all areas for cut and collect and confirm viability.
S3?
D1-D3 Under the trees - some lower branches may need removing
D4
Small pile of windblown branches on what could be good verge
could be shredded and relocated to the composting dump D1.
Clear all other debris as necessary.

Other comments

CUT & COLLECT AREAS

2019

Schedule 1: Jan - Mar

SCRUB MANAGEMENT

DUMPS FOR COMPOSTING
DEBRIS CLEARANCE

BOTANICAL SURVEYS
(not before June)

2019

Schedule 2: April - June

SOIL SAMPLE TESTS

WILD FLOWER
INTRODUCTIONS

C1, C2,
C3 &
S2?
C1-C3

One plot
One plot
One plot
Use the DAFOR system of recording
Record and report what’s there so we can establish a
benchmark now and measure progress in the future

C3

C1&C2

S2

Based on the DWT botanical survey undertaken at C3 in July
2018, should we introduce yellow rattle plug plants this season
or wait til Autumn and introduce seed?
These areas have previously been kept closely cut all year. Can
we introduce yellow rattle now and restore an extensive floral
verge instead?
If we proceed when can the wild flowers be introduced?

ASKERSWELL / CHILCOMBE LANE

SITE SPECIFIC STAKEHOLDERS
Other comments

?

2019

SCRUB
MANAGEMENT
CUT & COLLECT AREAS

2019

Schedule 2: April - June

Schedule 1: Jan - Mar

WORKS SITE DST/16

All looks good
C1
C2

DUMPS FOR COMPOSTING

400 sq m
1600 SQ M
previously cut twice a year without removing cut material –
assess for cut and collect and confirm viability.
Make recommendations for the site(s)

DEBRIS CLEARANCE

As required

SOIL SAMPLE TESTS

C1, C2

Two plots to test

BOTANICAL SURVEYS
(not before June)

C1, C2

Use the DAFOR system of recording

WILD FLOWER
INTRODUCTIONS

C1, C2

Record and report what’s there so we can establish a
benchmark now and measure progress in the future

Nothing this season

ASKERSWELL / LITTON LANE

SITE SPECIFIC STAKEHOLDERS
Other comments

?

SCRUB
MANAGEMENT
CUT & COLLECT AREAS

All looks good

DUMPS FOR COMPOSTING

400 sq m
900 sq m
1200 sq m
previously cut twice a year without removing cut material –
assess for cut and collect and confirm viability.
Make recommendations for the site(s)

DEBRIS CLEARANCE

As required

2019
2019

Schedule 2: April - June

Schedule 1: Jan - Mar

WORKS SITE DST/17

C1
C2
C3

SOIL SAMPLE TESTS

C1, C2
& C3

Three plots to test

BOTANICAL SURVEYS
(not before June)

C1, C2
& C3

Use the DAFOR system of recording

WILD FLOWER
INTRODUCTIONS

C1, C2
& C3

Nothing this season

Record and report what’s there so we can establish a
benchmark now and measure progress in the future

